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 1 
Abstract—Energy-efficient wireless communication is becoming increasingly important, especially for 
wireless devices with a limited battery life and cannot be recharged on a frequent basis. In this paper, a bit 
allocation algorithm to minimize the total energy consumption for transmitting a bit successfully is 
proposed for a two-way orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) relay system, whilst 
considering the constraints of quality-of-service (QoS) and total transmit power. Our scenario is fit for the 
delay-tolerant services delivered through low-complexity devices in application areas of IoT and M2M 
communications. Unlike existing bit allocation schemes, which maximize the energy efficiency by measuring 
“bits-per-Joule” with fixed bidirectional total bit rates constraint and no power limitation, our scheme 
adapts the bidirectional total bit rates and their allocation on each subcarrier with a total transmit power 
constraint.  
In order to do so, we propose a new idea to decompose the optimization problem. The problem is solved 
in two general steps. The first step allocates the bit rates on each subcarrier when the total bit rate of each 
user is fixed. In the second step, the Lagrangian multipliers are used as the optimization variants, and the 
dimension of the variant optimization is reduced from 2N to 2, where N is the number of subcarriers. We 
also prove that the optimal point is on the bounds of the feasible region, thus the optimal solution could be 
searched through the bounds. The dimension of the variant optimization can be further reduced to 1 by 
variant substitution when searching through each bound, which significantly reduces the complexity of the 
proposed algorithm. Simulations are conducted to evaluate the transmit energy efficiency (EE) and spectral 
efficiency (SE), which demonstrate an average improvement of EE of about 200% over the current 
non-optimized systems.  
Index Terms—Energy efficiency, bit allocation, two-way relay, orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing 
(OFDM), low complexity, machine-to-machine (M2) 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Increasing demand for wireless capacity growth in the past several years has led to growing research 
in energy efficiency and sustainability. For small devices and sensors, which make up the bulk of the 6 
billion connected Internet-of-Things (IoT), the mains supply is typically not available and their battery 
cannot be easily replaced or recharged on a frequent basis [1]. It is likely that these low powered IoT 
devices will communicate via relays to a local hub, and the Energy efficiency (EE) becomes an 
important metric. EE can be evaluated by the total energy consumption per successfully received 
message (Joules-per-bit). In general, research is typically focused on minimizing the joule per bit [2], 
[3], or maximizing bits-per-Joule [4], [5]. However, there is greater opportunity in IoT devices to 
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improve energy efficiency than in cellular radio, due to the delay-tolerant nature of the data. Yet, the 
devices are relatively simple and cannot perform complex signal processing algorithms. Therefore, the 
EE optimization algorithms developed need to be low complexity. 
In orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), frequency selective fading can be 
effectively combated and high spectral efficiency can be achieved. This is why OFDM serves as an 
essential technique in the current and next generation mobile communications. Multiple relay-based 
OFDM systems have been proposed under LTE-A and IEEE 802.16 due to its potential to enhance 
throughput and extend coverage [6]. A number of important relay protocols have already been proposed 
in the past decade, such as the amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) protocols 
[7]-[10]. Since the development of physical-layer network coding [11], research has gone to investigate 
this topic further [12]-[15] to show system throughput improvements of over 100%. Therefore, in this 
paper, we will investigate a two-way relay OFDM system using the AF protocol. Previous work has 
largely focused on the optimization for spectral efficiency (SE) [16-18], however, the optimal point of 
SE is not necessarily equivalent to that of EE [19], so the optimization of EE under different scenarios 
is another significant problem we should consider. In the past, EE optimization of direct links was 
analyzed in [4] and [20]. In [4], the EE is optimized in frequency-selective channels using 
multi-carriers, where the constraints of sum rate and total power consumption including circuit power 
were considered. In [20], the downlink and uplink of orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing 
access (OFDMA) networks with QoS and fairness issues were considered. Yet, we know that the 
methods that allocate resources to optimize EE in direct links are not the same as those relay based 
links. The reason lies in the differences of system models and the types of resource available to allocate. 
Whilst SE and EE optimization for relay deployment has been examined recently [21], limited work 
has been done to address EE optimization for relay based communication on the radio resource 
allocation level (see [5] for one/two-way relaying in OFDM systems).  
For real time services [23], existing work in [5, 22] have analyzed the optimal EE is acquired under 
the QoS and symbol error rate with multiple relays. Real-time services [23] constrains a sum rate for 
individual users, which is not required in delay tolerant services, where only minimum rate 
requirements are needed for each user. Due to the fixed bidirectional total bit rates constraints, the 
methods of [5] and [22] to allocate resources are not suitable in delay-tolerant services. Another 
problem in [5] and [22] is that transmit power consumption is not limited, which makes it hard to use 
those corresponding methods in low power situations. Other related work includes [24-26], but none of 
them have considered QoS requirements.  
In our paper, we consider the QoS requirements in the form of delay-tolerant data demand and total 
power restrictions, which to the best of our knowledge has not been considered before. In order to 
reduce the complexity of the algorithm, we introduce a new idea to reduce the dimension of the 
variants, which resolves the optimization problem in two steps and is achieved by looking at the 
Lagrangian multipliers as the optimization variants. To the best of our knowledge, this also hasn’t been 
studied before. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a two-way OFDM relay 
system model is presented. In Section III, the EE optimization problem is formulated. The 
low-complexity algorithm for resource allocation is proposed in section IV. In section V, simulation 
results are provided and analyzed. Finally, we conclude the paper in section VI. 
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II. SYSTEM MODEL                                                             
               
                (a) Multiple-access phase: nodes A, B transmit information bits simultaneously to relay R. 
               
                 (b) Broadcast phase: relay R broadcasts the processed information to nodes A and B. 
       Fig.1. Multiple access and broadcast process, the total duration time is 2T, and channel reciprocity is assumed. 
We consider a two-way OFDM relay system consisting of three nodes. The two source nodes A and 
B exchange information bi-directionally with N subcarriers through the AF relay R. Each node is 
equipped with a single antenna, and the system works at the half-duplex mode. Assume the signal 
between two source nodes is severely attenuated, therefore, the direct link is not considered. The 
transmission process is composed of two phases: a multiple-access (MA) phase and a broadcast (BC) 
phase, as illustrated in Fig.1. The time duration of the two phases is the same, donated as T. In the MA 
phase, nodes A and B simultaneously transmit information bits to the relay node R. The two signals 
along with the noise are superimposed first, and then amplified in relay R. In the BC phase, relay R 
broadcasts the processed signal to the nodes A and B. 
Whilst the majority of papers assume that the channel state information (CSI) is perfect, we know 
that in practice, the CSI is not perfect, which makes it hard to find an explicit expression of the system 
EE. As shown in Fig.1, the channel coefficients of MA and BC phases are the same, which is true when 
the system works at the time division duplex (TDD) mode, where channel reciprocity applies. The 
channel is considered to be block fading, and the channel coefficients are constant during the time 
duration 2T, meaning the channel gain is constant during one complete communication cycle. 
The total operational energy consumption consists of two parts: transmit power consumption 
(radio-head) and circuit power consumption (over-head) [27]. We ignore the overhead circuit power 
consumption, due to the fact that it scales in complex ways with data throughput, and the complexity is 
dependent on specific hardware technologies that we wish to avoid becoming sensitive to. We want to 
focus on the bit error rate and its direct relationship to the transmit power of the signal. Based on the 
consideration, we will omit the circuit power consumption. Therefore, the EE can be expressed as 
                              2 (1)
( ) 2
,
EE
ab ba ab ba
TT TP
B B T B B
P
  
 
 
where T is the duration of one phase (MA or BC), the factor of 2 is due to the half-duplex bidirectional 
communication. 
T
P  is the overall transmit power consumption. 
ab
B  and 
ba
B are respectively the 
sum message bits transmitted in A B  direction and B A  direction in one complete 
transmission. Note that the denominator of the first fraction in (1) represents the sum rate of the system. 
Suppose nodes A and B respectively transmit 
i
ab
B  and 
i
ba
B  bits at the same time on the thi
subcarrier to relay R, and then relay R broadcasts its processed information to the two source nodes, 
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thus 
ab
B  and 
ba
B  can be formulated as: 
                 
1
1
(2a)
(2b)
,
.
N
i
ab ab
i
N
i
ba ba
i
B B
B B






 
Many OFDM systems fix T as a constant, and we conform to this setting. We should nevertheless 
point out that T can also be taken as an optimization variant [29], which leads to a better performance 
system. The approximate minimum total transmit power of the three nodes on the thi subcarrier can be 
derived as [5], [29]:  
                            
                             
min
/ /
0 0
2 2
)
( )
(2 1) (2 1)
(3
2 | | 2 | |
,
i i i
i i
ab ba
i
t t t
a b r
B B
TW N TW N
i i
eff eff
tP P P P
N N
h h
 
 
 

 
where 
1 1
| | 1 / ( )
| | | |
i
eff i i
ar br
h
h h
 ( A B  means that A is defined as B) can be viewed as an effective 
channel gain on the thi  subcarrier between the two source nodes due to the usage of the relay, W is 
the bandwidth of nodes A and B . The approximate expression of (3) comes from the approximation 
                                    / / (4)2 1 2 .
i i
ab ab
B B
TW N TW N   
The approximation above is relatively accurate in high SE region (i.e. / ( )
i
ab
B TW is large), which is 
nearly established in low SE region when N is not too small. With the approximation, we can simplify 
the derivation process, so (3) is used in this paper to calculate the transmit power. The overall transmit 
power
T
P therefore can be expressed as 
                        1
/ /
0 0
2 2
1 1
( , )
(2 1) (2 1)
(5)
2 | | 2 | |
.
i
i i
ab ba
N
tT ab ba
i
B B
TW N TW N
i i
eff eff
N N
i i
P P
N N
h h

 

 


 
B B
 
Furthermore, by substituting equations (2a), (2b), and (5) into equation (1), we can get the expression 
of EE. 
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The objective of the paper is to minimize the EE of the system under two restrictions: first, the 
respective throughputs of node A and B; second, the total power consumption of the system. The first 
constraint can guarantee a satisfactory measure of bit rates for each user, and the second constraint 
ensures that the total energy consumption is confined to the acceptable level.  
Problem 1: It is shown from above that the EE can be finally expressed as the function of 
i
ab
B  and 
i
ba
B , thus we can optimize the EE by bit allocation.  
Let  1 2, , ,
T
N
ab ab ab
B B B
ab
B and  21 , , ,
T
N
ba baba
B B B
ba
B respectively denote the bit sets of nodes A 
and B, 1 denotes the all-one vector of size 1N  , then the problem can be formulated as  
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2
2
min (6)
( )
. . (6 )
(6 )
( , ) (6 )
(6 )
(6 )
, ,
,
.
( ) ( )
,
,
,
,
ab ba
T ab ba ab
EE
T ab ba
T ba
T T T T
ab ba ab ba
ab ab
T
ba ba
max
ab
ba
T
T
P
P TP
s t a
b
P c
d
e


 
 




B ,B
B B B B
1 B 1 B 1 B 1 B
1 B
1 B
B B
B
B
0
0
 
We should point out that our conditions of (6d) and (6e) are different from those of the previous 
papers [2], [5], where 
i
ab
B  and 
i
ba
B  can be zero. The two constraints are reasonable in situations 
where the QoS requirements of the source nodes are relatively high that all the sub-channels should be 
used to transmit the information bits. In fact, (6d) and (6e) establish when 
ab
  and 
ba
  satisfy the 
constraints 
                                      
(7 )
(7 )
,
.
ab
ba
a
b






 
Later we will prove the constraints above and obtain the value of . 
We should note that the constraints for 
ab
T
1 B  and 
ba
T
1 B  are not necessarily the same, i.e., 
ab
  
and 
ba
  are not definitely equal, because the rate requirements of nodes A and B may be different. 
IV. LOW-COMPLEXITY ALGORITHM ANALYSIS 
Problem 1 can be solved through two steps. The idea behind this two-step algorithm is that when 
ab
T
1 B  and 
ba
T
1 B  are fixed, i.e., 
1
N
i
ab ab
i
B B

  and 
1
N
i
ba ba
i
B B

 , and (6c) does not exist, we can 
use water-filling method to get the closed-form solution; then we change 
ab
B  and 
ba
B (look them as 
variants), and do some transformation, thereafter, we can make the problem much easier to solve. We 
will explain our algorithm below. 
Problem 2: When 
ab
T
1 B  and 
ba
T
1 B  are fixed, without (6c), (6d) and (6e), problem 1 can be 
described as 
                            
2
min (8)
. . (8 )
(8 )
(8 )
,
0.
( )
,
,
,
ab ba
ab
EE
ab
ba
T ba
T T
ab ba
ab
T
ba
i
ab
T
B
TP
s t B a
B b
c






B ,B
B B
1 B 1 B
1 B
1 B
 
                                                                                                        
Problem 2 can be solved with water-filling algorithm. The water-filling assignment is 
                              
2
2 1
0
2
2 2
0
2 | |
max( log , 0), (9 )
ln 2
2 | |
max( log , 0), (9 )
ln 2
i
effi
ab
i
effi
ba
TW hTW
B a
N N N
TW hTW
B b
N N N




 
where
1
 and 2 are the Lagrange multipliers, and can be solved through the constraints (8a) and (8b). 
In other words, we can get 
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2
2 1
0
2
2 2
0
1
1
2 | |
max( log , 0) (10 )
ln 2
2 | |
max( log , 0) (10 )
ln 2
,
.
i
eff
i
eff
N
ab
i
N
ba
i
TW hTW
B a
N N N
TW hTW
B b
N N N








 
The full proof can be found in Appendix A. 
Assuming the amplitudes of the effective channel gain | | ( 1, 2, , )
i
eff
h i N  are arranged in a 
descending order, then the values of the elements in 
ab
B and 
ba
B  correspondingly reduce 
monotonically. Suppose the first 
1
L  elements in 
ab
B  and 
2
L  elements in 
ba
B  are positive, then 
(10a) and (10b) can be expressed as: 
2
2 1
0
2
2 2
0
1
2
1
1
2 | |
log (11 )
ln 2
2 | |
log (11 )
ln 2
,
.
i
eff
i
eff
L
ab
i
L
ba
i
TW hTW
B a
N N N
TW hTW
B b
N N N








 
We can see from (11a) that because of the unknown quantity
1
L , we cannot obtain the explicit 
expression of 
1
  on 
ab
B , so is 
2
 . Whereas in high speed systems, the requirements of QoS are 
relatively high, therefore all sub-channels will be used to transmit the message bits, therefore (6d) and 
(6e) are established. That is to say,
1 2
L L N , which leads to the requirements (12a) and (12b):  
0
1 2
min
0
2 2
min
ln 2
(12 )
2 | |
ln 2
(12 )
2 | |
,
,
eff
eff
N N
a
TW h
N N
b
TW h








 
where 
min
| |
eff
h  is the smallest amplitude in the effective channel gains. 
The formulas above are easy to prove. We assume 
mab
B  and 
mba
B are the bit values calculated by 
min
| |
eff
h  from (9a) and (9b), we conclude that if 
mab
B  and 
mba
B are positive, leading to the 
constraints (12a) and (12b), then all the elements of 
ab
B and 
ba
B  must be positive. Let 
1 2
L L N , 
from (11a) and (11b), we can derive that 
1
1 2
2 1
0
1
1 2
2 2
0
2
log (| | ) (13 )
ln 2
2
log (| | ) (13 )
ln 2
,
.
N N
ab eff eff
N N
ba eff eff
TW
B TW h h a
N N
TW
B TW h h b
N N




 
Substituting (12a) and (12b) into (13a) and (13b), we get 
1
1 2
2 2
min
1
1 2
2 2
min
(| | )
log , (14 )
| |
(| | )
log . (14 )
| |
N N
eff eff
ab
eff
N N
eff eff
ba
eff
h h
B TW a
h
h h
B TW b
h


 
 
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Therefore in high speed systems, from (9a) and (9b), we can get:  
  
2
2 1
0
2
2 2
0
2 | |
log (15 )
ln 2
2 | |
log (15 )
ln 2
,
,
i
effi
ab
i
effi
ba
TW hTW
B a
N N N
TW hTW
B b
N N N




 
and by further substituting (15a) and (15b) into (3), we can get 
it
P , then we can derive 
T
P  from (5), 
and finally we obtain the expression of 
EE
  from (1). When 
ab
T
1 B  and 
ba
T
1 B  are fixed, the result 
is as follows: 
                             
1 2 0 2
1
2
1
( )
ln 2 | |
(16).
N
i
i eff
EE
ab ba
T
TW
N
h
B B
 


 



    
Since
1
 and
ab
B , 
2
 and
ba
B are restricted by (13a) and (13b), we can observe 
EE
  as the function 
of 
1
 and
2
 . 
Based on (14a) and (14b), we can get (7a) and (7b). From the ranges of 
ab
  and 
ba
 , we can get 
the ranges of 
1
 and
2
 . According to (13a) and (13b), we can derive  
 
0
11 1
1 2
0
2 21
1 2
ln 2
2 (17 )
2
2 (17 )
(| | )
ln 2
2 (| | )
ab
ba
N N
eff eff
N N
eff eff
TW
TW
N N
a
TW
b
h h
N N
TW h h
 
 




 
Problem 3: We vary 
1
  and 
2
 (equivalent to vary 
ab
B  and 
ba
B ) in the ranges of (17a) and 
(17b). Together with the restriction (6c), problem 1 can be transformed to 
 
1 2
1 2 0 2
1
1 2 0 2
1
,
21 1 2
min 2
1
( )
ln 2 | |
(18)
1
. . ( , ) ( ) ,
ln 2 | |
(13 ) (13 ).,
,
,
N
i
i eff
EE
ab ba
N
T ab ba maxi
i eff
T
and
TW
N
h
B B
TW
s t P N P
h
a b
 
 

 
   


 


   
 

B B  
We should note that because 
ab
  and 
ba
  are not definitely equal in Problem 1, the 
corresponding constraints for 
1
  and 
2
 (equivalent to investigate the values of 1  and 2 ) are 
not necessarily the same (for the same case, just let 1 2  ). Due to (12a) and (12b), the constraints 
1   and 2   must be established, which are illustrated in Fig. 2. Another point is that since 
1
 and
2
  are constricted by 1  and 2 ,  maxP  is therefore constricted by the following 
         
1 2 0 2
1
1
( ) (19)
ln 2 | |
.
N
i
i eff
max
TW
P N
h
  

     
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This is easy to understand, since the overall transmit power is an increasing function of the 
transmission rates, the total transmit power should be larger than the minimum requirement 
corresponding to the minimum transmission rates. In this paper, we assume (19) is automatically 
established. 
Problem 3 is relatively easy to solve, because it is a two-dimensional optimization problem with a 
feasible region. The feasible region is  plotted in Fig. 2, where 
1 1 1
:l   , 
2 2 2
:l   , 
3 1 2 0 2
1
1
: ( )
ln 2 | |
N
maxi
i eff
TW
l N P
h
 

   . A , B and C are respectively the cross points of the three lines. 
3
  and 
4
  can be easily calculated by variant substitution. Theorem 1 tells us how to search the 
optimization solution of problem 3, which is proven in Appendix B. 
 
                   
                           Fig. 2.  Feasible region: ABC  (shadow region).  
Theorem 1. The optimal independent variables lie in the bounds of the feasible region. 
According to theorem 1, we can get the optimal solution through searching the bounds AB, BC and 
AC. We fix one of the variants (
1
 and
2
 ) when searching the bounds AB and BC, and substitute one 
of the variants by another when searching bound AC. Therefore, these searches are just 
one-dimensional and can be solved efficiently with golden section method. The variant dimension of 
Problem 1 is 2N, and by using our proposed method, the dimension has been reduced to merely one, so 
we call our algorithm a reduction-dimension optimization algorithm, which is summarized in algorithm 
I, where 
*
, 1, 2
i
i  are the optimal solutions of problem 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
1.   Let 
1 1 4
( , )   ,
2 2
   
             Searching the smallest value, donated as 
1
 , of (18) through the range of 
1
  by using golden 
section method. The value of 
1
  corresponding to 
1
  is given to 
1
r . 
2.  Let 
1 1
  ,
2 2 3
( , )    
            Searching the smallest value, donated as 
2
 , of (18) through the range of 
2
  by using golden  
section method. The value of 
2
  corresponding to 
2
  is given to 
2
r . 
3.  Let
1 1 4
( , )   , 
2
  is calculated by the equation of 
3
l  
            Searching the smallest value, donated as 
3
 , of (18) through the range of 
1
  by using golden  
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Algorithm I: Proposed reduction-dimension optimization 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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             section method. The values of 
1
  and 
2
  corresponding to 
3
  are respectively given to 
3
r  and 
4
r . 
4. 
1 2 3
min( ), ,     
                 If 
1
  , then 
1 1 2 2 1
, ,
EE
r    
  
   . 
                 If 
2
  ,then 
1 1 2 2 2
, ,
EE
r   
  
   . 
                 If 
3
  , then 
1 2 4 33
, ,
EE
r r   
  
   . 
5. Use (15a) and (15b) to calculate 
i
ab
B  and
i
ba
B , where 
*
1 1 2 2
,   

  . 
       ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
V. SIMULATION RESULT 
In this section, we provide simulation results for the performance of the low-complexity 
energy-efficient algorithm. The frequency-domain channels are generated using N i.i.d Rayleigh 
distributed time-domain taps, where N is the number of subcarriers. The frequency spacing between 
adjacent subcarriers is 15 kHz. The total time T for one complete transmission is 20ms. We assume that 
the wireless channels between source nodes and relay node are reciprocal (Fig. 1).  
The feasible region is illustrated in Fig. 2. According to the constraints 
1
  ,
2
  , and (19),  
we have 
0 12
1
2 1
ln 2 | |
N
i
i eff
max
TW
P N
h



   .  
Setting
1max
P P  ,
1
  , where P  is the increment compared to 
1
 . When P  is given, 
3
l  
is fixed. Let
0 2
1
1
( )
| |
ln 2N
max i
i eff
P N
h TW


  , then we can work out the coordinate of D , as illustrated in 
Fig. 2. In our simulation, we first fix 
max
P  , then vary 
2
  (equivalent to change 
ba
 ) from   to 
   in order to change the feasible region, for example, when 
2
l  is moved to 
o
l , point F is moved 
correspondingly to E. By changing k (showed in Fig. 2) from 0 to 1, we can get different EE and SE. 
Our simulation result below is based on this method.  
Fig. 3 shows the relationship of EE and SE of the proposed algorithm, and we compare this 
performance through different numbers of subcarriers. Our simulation results show that the EEs under 
the same SEs change small when the number of subcarriers is larger than 4, so we do not draw them up. 
Actually  is changed due to the changing of the number of subcarriers (see (12)), so the EE result 
will not be the same. The tradeoff of EE and SE is that if we achieve a smaller EE (equal to get a better 
EE performance), we will get a smaller SE (equal to get a worse SE performance) at the same time, the 
vice versa. The tradeoff of EE and SE is different when the number of subcarriers is different. When 
the number of subcarriers is larger than 4, the trends of EE and SE are almost the same with the 
situation where the number of subcarriers is 4, so their EE and SE tradeoff are almost the same. When 
the numbers of subcarriers are smaller than 4, the tradeoff are different. For example, compare two 
situations where the numbers of subcarriers are respectively one and four. From Fig. 3 we can see that 
when SE is 10bps/Hz, EE in the two situations are almost the same, but when SE is changed to 
20bps/Hz, the EE under one subcarrier is almost the half than the EE under four subcarriers, so the 
performance loss of EE under the four subcarriers is twice than that under the one subcarrier. 
  Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the optimum EE and the EE calculated through middle point 
(EE-MP) of 
1
l . Here we fix 
max
P  and vary k  to get a different
ba
 . We can see from the results that 
the performance of EE is improved averagely 200% compared to EE-MP in low 
ba
  region. When 
ba
  gradually becomes larger, the optimum EE and EE-MP gradually achieve the same value, which is 
because the feasible region becomes gradually small (
1
l  and 
3
l  are fixed, only 
2
l  is changed), so the 
EE results of the two methods approach to each other. Often the feasible region will not be very small, 
so our optimization algorithm is actually very effective. 
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Fig. 5 shows the EE results of different numbers of subcarriers. When k  is fixed, we change the 
value of P  to get three group curves. We can see that when P  reduces, EE generally gets larger, 
which means the performance decreases when 
max
P  becomes larger. We can also see that the EE 
difference becomes smaller in each group when the number of subcarriers increases while the 
difference between groups becomes larger, for example, the optimum EE of group 1 improves almost 
100% compared to group 3 when the number of subcarriers is 5. This is because when the number of 
subcarriers in each group increases,   becomes larger, so the feasible region becomes smaller, as the 
result, the optimum EE and EE-MP gradually close to each other. However, between the groups, the 
change of P  will affect 
3
l , changing  . Because   is fixed, so  -   is changed, thus, when k 
is fixed, 
ba
  is changed, so the feasible region will be determined by the two changed factors: 
ba
  
and 
3
l , thus the variation trends between groups are different from those of the same groups when the 
number of subcarriers increases.    
Fig. 6 shows the SE result for different numbers of subcarriers using our optimal method. We change 
the value of P  to get three group curves. For comparison, we also change the value of k  in each 
group. From the curves we can see that the SE decreases when the number of subcarriers increases, so 
if we want to get a higher SE, we should reduce the number of subcarriers. Experiment results also 
show that the change of k can affect SE in some degree, whereas P  can influence SE in large 
degree. The reason for that is that the change of k can only affect
ba
 , but the change of P  can 
affect not only 
ba
  but also
3
l , so the change of P  has a greater influence for feasible region than 
that of the change of k . If we want to get a higher SE, we should increase P  or increase k , which is 
useful when we want to improve the overall throughput. 
Fig. 7 shows the minimum individual rate assignments in two directions under different numbers of 
subcarriers. Here the minimum individual rate means the minimum transmit rate among different 
sub-channels when the number of subcarriers is given. The expressions used for the bidirectional bit 
assignments are (15a) and (15b). We see that the minimum bit assignments in A B  direction is 
lower than the values in B A  direction, which is owe to that the overall throughput in A B  
direction is larger than that of B A  direction. The minimum bit assignment decreases when the 
number of subcarriers increases, which is because the SE decreases with the number of subcarriers 
increasing. When the number of subcarriers is fixed, the minimum bit assignment increases when P  
becomes larger, which is because the SE increases with the increasing of P .  
Fig. 8(a) shows the effective channel gain. Fig. 8(c) shows the bit rate assignments in A B  
direction and that of B A  direction using water-filling method. We also give out the power 
assignment of each subcarrier in Fig. 8(b). The number of subcarriers used in Fig.8 is 10. From Fig. 8(a) 
and Fig. 8(c) we can see that the bit rate of individual subcarrier increases when the effective channel 
gain increases, which is agree with the formula (15a) and (15b), where 
i
abB  and 
i
baB ( 1,2, ,i N ) 
are the increasing functions of 
| |ieffh . From Fig. 8(b) we can see that the power allocation on 
individual subcarrier increases with the increasing of effective channel gain, which can be explained by 
formula (3). From formula (3), we can see that it
P
 ( 1,2, ,i N ) are determined by 
i
abB , 
i
baB  
and 
| |ieffh . Because 
i
abB and
i
baB  affect it
P
 by exponential form, so they have a greater influence to 
it
P
 than that of 
| |ieffh . Therefore, the trends of it
P
 are the same with that of 
i
abB  and 
i
baB . That is 
to say, the power allocation on individual subcarrier increases when the effective channel gain 
increases. 
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Fig.3. EE verses SE using proposed scheme with the number of subcarriers changed, where 0.5WP  . 
 
Fig.4. EE verses 
ba
  using proposed scheme and EE-MP method, where 0.5WP  , the number of subcarriers is 4. 
 
Fig. 5. EE verses number of subcarriers using proposed scheme and EE-MP method with P  changed, where 0.3k  . 
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Fig. 6. SE verses number of subcarriers using proposed scheme and EE-MP method with k  and P  changed. 
 
Fig. 7. Bi-directional minimum individual rate verses number of subcarriers with P  changed. 
 
(a) Effective channel gain of sub-channel. 
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(b) Power allocation on individual subcarrier.  
 
         (c) Bidirectional bit allocation on individual subcarrier. 
 
Fig. 8. Channel conditions and the corresponding assignments of power and bit on each subcarrier, 
where the number of subcarriers is 10, 0.5WP  , 
1
  , 
2
3  . 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have investigated the optimal EE in two-way OFDM relay system, where the 
constraints of delay-tolerant QoS and total power consumption are simultaneously considered. We 
minimize EE by bidirectional bit allocation, which first finds the optimal total bit allocation 
respectively in two directions by searching the bounds of the feasible region, then assigns the 
corresponding total bit value on subcarriers using water-filling method. The dimension of the variants 
optimized is reduced from 2N to 1. Simulation results show that our algorithm can on average provide 
nearly 200% radio energy efficiency performance enhancement than the one without EE optimization. 
The EE changes when the bounds of feasible region are varied through the number of subcarrier. We 
also show that as the performance of EE increases when SE decreases, one should make a balance 
between two factors, which is the subject of future investigations. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROOF OF WATER-FILLING ASSIGNMENT FOR PROBLEM 2 
From the constraints of problem 2, we can see that the minimum 
EE
  is obtained when 
,( )
abT ba
P B B  achieves its minimum value. Observe the expression of ,( )
abT ba
P B B  from (5) and the 
constrains (8a) and (8b), we find that the first term in ,( )
abT ba
P B B  is associated with 
i
ab
B  but not 
with 
i
ba
B , while the second term is a function of 
i
ba
B  but not of 
i
ab
B , besides, all the constrains on 
i
ab
B  and 
i
ba
B  are independent. Therefore, problem 2 can be decomposed into two sub-problems 
respectively for 
i
ab
B  and 
i
ba
B with similar form. Take the optimization problem for 
i
ab
B  as an 
example, which is 
 
/
0
2
1
1
min
(20 )
(2 1)
(20 )
2 | |
. . , 0.
,
i
ab
i
ab
B
TW N
i
eff
N
i i
ab ab ab
i
N
B
i
b
N
a
h
s t B B B



 

 
The optimal problem is a convex optimization [34], the Lagrangian function of (20) is given by 
   
/
0
2
1
1
1
1 1
(2 1)
2 | |
( , , )
( ),
i
abB
TW NN
i
i eff
N N
i i
i ab ab ab
i i
N
h
L
B B B

 

 


  

 
ab
B λ
 
where 
1 2
( , , )
N
  λ .
1
 and 1, ,,
i
i N  are Lagrangian multipliers. The Karush-Khun-Tucker 
(KKT) conditions are given as 
                                  
1
(21 )
0, (21 )
0, (21 )
, (21 )
0, (21 )
0,
i
i ab
N
i
ab ab
i
i
i
ab
f
a
B b
B B c
e
B
L



 














ab
B
 
from (21a)，we can get  
  
0 /
12
0 , 1 , , , ( 2 2 )
l n 2
2
2 | |
i
ab
i
ab
B
TW N
ii
eff
L
i N
B
N N
TW h
 

 

    
therefore, we get 
  
0 /
12
l n 2
2 , ( 2 3 )
2 | |
i
ab
B
TW N
i i
eff
N N
TW h
   
substitute (23) into (21b), we have 
 
0 /
12
ln 2
2 0, (24)
2 | |
( )
i
ab
B
iTW N
abi
eff
N N
B
TW h
   
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observe (24), together with (21e) and (21f), we can get 
                             
2
2 1
0
2 | |
max( log , 0), (25)
ln 2
i
effi
ab
TW hTW
B
N N N
  
substitute (25) into (21c), we can get the value of 
1
 . Therefore, the water-filling assignment for 
problem 2 is proved. 
APPENDIX B 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let A TW ,
0
1
1 22
ln 2
( )| |
N N
eff eff
TW
N N
B h h . From (13a) and (13b), we get  
                                      
2 1
2 2
(26 )
(26 )
log
log
,
,
ab
ba
a
b
B A B
B A B




 
substitute (26a) and (26b) into (16), we get 
 
1 2 0 2
1
2 1 2 2
2
1
( )
ln 2 | |
(27)
log log
.
N
i
i eff
EE
T
TW
N
h
A B A B
 

 

 



 
Suppose the optimal feasible point
* *
1 2
( , )D   of problem 3 is the interior point of the feasible 
region, then the following equations must establish [34] 
  
* * * *
1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
1 2, ,
(28)0.EE EE
       
 
 
   
 
 
     
We have 
2
2
1 2 0 2
2 1 2
1
2 2 2
2 1 2 2 1 2
2
2 [
log 1
( ( ) )log
ln 2 | |ln 2
, 1, 2. (29)
( log ) ( log )
]
N
i
i
i effEE
i
T
A e TWATW NB
h
i
A B A B
  

    

 

  


  
Substitute (29) into (28), after some arrangements, we get 
 
* *
1 2 0* * 2
11 2
1 1 1
( )( ( ) ) 0, (30)
ln 2 | |
N
i
i eff
TW
N
h
 
  
     
we can easily prove that the second term of the left side of the equation above can not be zero under the 
conditions of (12a) and (12b) unless all the channel coefficients are the same, therefore we get 
* *
1 2
*
   . Substitute it into (28), along with (29), we get 
 
* * 2 *
2 0 2
1
2 1
log ( ) (31)
ln 2 | |
,
N
i
i eff
TW
TW B N
h
  

    
we can prove that the equation (31) has no solution. A brief interpretation is followed. 
Note that the right side of (31) is a linear function
*
( )f  , whose slope is 
1
2
ln 2
TW
k  , also note that 
this line passes through point 
0 2
1
1
| |
(0, )
N
i
i eff
N
h
E

  . The left side of equation (31) is another function
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*
( )g  . Assume that a line l  is tangent with 
*
( )g   and passes through point E, after some 
calculations, we can get that the slope of l  is  
 
1
1 2 2
2 2
1
2
1
log [ (| | ) ( )]
| |
,
N
N N
eff eff i
i eff
k TW e h h
h
    
we can prove that 
2 1
k k , because the geometric mean is bigger than the harmonic mean, that is to 
say 
  
1
1 2
2
1
(| | )
1
| |
,N N
eff eff N
i
i eff
N
h h
h


 
when 
2 1
k k , it can be proved that 
*
( )f   and 
*
( )g   have no intersection point, which can be 
showed through the following graphic illustration. 
 The graphics for 
*
( )f   and 
*
( )g   are showed below: 
 
Fig. 9 The illustration for 
*
( )f   and *( )g   
Based on (12a), (12b) and the definition of B, we can prove that * 1B  , so
*
( ) 0g   . The images 
of 
*
( )f  ,
*
( )g   and l are showed in Fig. 9, because 
2 1
k k , 
*
( )f   and 
*
( )g   have no 
intersection point, thus equation (31) has no solution. Theorem 1 is proved. 
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